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In today’s world, trade and investment are the engine behind most 
political, cultural and social exchanges. With higher purchasing 
capacity, less barriers and better transport means, trade between 
Mexico and India greatly increased in the past decade. Bilateral annual 
trade is over USD 4 bn and we expect this figure to double by 2015. 
If this trend continues, by 2017 we may be exchanging USD 10 bn. 
To improve this prospective, last week, President Pena Nieto outlined 
the five strategic axis of action for his administration, among which 
is economic growth through greater competitiveness, investment 
infrastructure, strengthening the domestic market and expanding the 
global market. India and Mexico enjoy a privileged relationship with 
enormous potential in the near future.

MESSAGE FROM AMBASSADOR 
OF INDIA TO MEXICO

Mexico’s brisk economic growth and the unfolding potential of its 
manufacturing sector supports the increasingly optimistic outlook 
regarding its future as an investment destination with access to NAFTA 
and beyond. 
A slew of proposed reforms augurs well for future economic 
prospects. For India, opportunities already abound in chemicals and 
pharmaceuticals, automobiles, autoparts, textiles, handicrafts, IT and 
mining. 
India and Mexico enjoy friendly relations. Both are large and pluralistic 
democracies, with rich cultures. As dynamic economies, both are poised 
to fulfil their immense potential. The bilateral Privileged Partnership has 
already deepened cooperation, as clearly evident in the rapidly-rising 
trade and mutual investments. 
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Pena Nieto sworn in as Mexican President
Enrique Pena Nieto of the Institutional Revolutionary Party 
was sworn in as Mexico’s new president on December 1, 
2012.

Anti-subsidy and Anti-dumping investigation initiated by the 
Mexican Ministry of Economy against import of Amoxiciline 
Trihydrate from India
Following the public hearing on 24 September 2012, the 
Mexican Ministry of Economy has now published the final 
outcome of the investigation in the Official Gazette of Mexico 
and they have imposed a compensatory duty of 64.9% for 
the import of Amoxiciline Trihydrate from India to Mexico. 

G20 Trade & Investment Promotion Summit held in Mexico 
City
Leaders Attending G20 Trade and Investment Promotion 
Summit determined Next Steps Encouraging the Generation 
and Promotion of Global Value Chains. 
Read More>>

In Mexico, Auto Plants Hit the Gas
Mexico is taking center-stage in the production of cars, 
where lower costs and skilled workers are reordering the 
global auto market.
Read More>>

Reliance Industries oil imports from Latin America
Reliance Industries, owner of the world’s biggest refining 
complex, imported nearly 13 per cent more oil in October 
over a year earlier. It bought oil from Ecuador, the first since 
August 2011, tanker arrival data made available to Reuters 
showed. Reliance imported oil from Mexico after a gap of four 
months and shipped in crude from Colombia after skipping 
purchases from the South American nation for three months, 
according to the data.
Read More>>

Lula offers Brazil’s help for Infrastructure development
Brazil’s former president Luiz Inacio “Lula” da Silva said 
his country can be a partner in India’s Infrastructure and 
renewable energy resources development.
Read More>>

To start exports to Africa, Latin America before end of fiscal: 
Hero
The country’s largest two wheeler maker Hero Moto Corp 
said it will start exporting its products to Africa and Latin 
America before the end of the ongoing fiscal to expand it.
Read More>>

Business Opportunity for Indians: Coal Mines in Mexico
Mr Francisco de la Concha, Mexican Businessman owns coal 
mines in Sabinas, Coahuila in Mexico. He wants to sell the 
coal concessions and is looking for possible miners from 
India interested in ownership. Interested Mining companies 
please contact FICCI LAC team.

Cut down your digital and mobile application development 
costs by 50%: Productive
In today’s global economic scenario where client budgets 
are under pressure, ensuring bottom line profitability for 
advertising & digital agencies is becoming tougher. At 
Productive, we help bring creative and digital production 
costs down across all kind of creative, digital and mobile 
application development. Get in touch today!
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President hopes India-Mexico will further consolidate ties
President Pranab Mukherjee said India and Mexico share 
warm and friendly relations based on democratic values 
and hoped that the two countries will work towards further 
consolidation and development of the multi-dimensional 
partnership.
Read More>>

India-Mexico trade to surge to USD 10 billion by 2015
The bilateral trade between India and Mexico is likely to rise 
to USD 10 billion by 2015 against USD 4 billion at present, a 
senior official of the Mexican government said. 
Read More>>

Mexico makes biggest oil find in a decade
State−owned oil giant Petroleos Mexicanos, or Pemex, said 
it found reserves of up to 500 million barrels of crude in 
southern Mexico, a discovery that President Felipe Calderon 
hailed as the “biggest find” of petroleum on land in the past 
decade. 
Read More>>
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